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NMR experiments on a three-dimensional vibrofluidized granular medium
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A three-dimensional granular system fluidized by vertical container vibrations was studied using pulsed field
gradient NMR coupled with one-dimensional magnetic resonance imaging. The system consisted of mustard
seeds vibrated vertically at 50 Hz, and the number of layersN,<4 was sufficiently low to achieve a nearly
time-independent granular fluid. Using NMR, the vertical profiles of density and granular temperature were
directly measured, along with the distributions of vertical and horizontal grain velocities. The velocity distri-
butions showed modest deviations from Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics, except for the vertical velocity distri-
bution near the sample bottom, which was highly skewed and non-Gaussian. Data taken for three values ofN,

and two dimensionless accelerationsG515,18 were fitted to a hydrodynamic theory, which successfully
models the density and temperature profiles away from the vibrating container bottom. A temperature inversion
near the free upper surface is observed, in agreement with predictions based on the hydrodynamic parameterm
which is nonzero only in inelastic systems.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.69.041302 PACS number~s!: 45.70.Mg, 76.60.Pc, 81.05.Rm
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I. INTRODUCTION

One of the basic granular flow phenomena is the crea
of a fluidized state by vibration of the container that ho
the granular medium. If the container is vibrated vertica
with a sinusoidal wave formz(t)5z0 cos(vt), the dimen-
sionless acceleration amplitude relative to gravity isG
5v2z0 /g, andG*1 is required to set the granular syste
into motion. A second key dimensionless parameter isX
5N,(12e), wheree is the velocity restitution coefficien
for grain-grain collisions@1# andN, is the number of grain
layers~the height of the granular bed at rest divided by t
grain diameter!. Experiments and simulations suggest th
X,Xf with Xf;1 is required to reach auniformly fluidized
state, in which the stochastic motions of the grains exc
motions that are harmonically or subharmonically related
the container vibration@2–4#. For largerX.Xf inelastic col-
lisions rapidly quench stochastic grain motion and the gra
lar bed moves as a coherent mass over much of the vibra
cycle @5,6#.

In this paper we report an experimental study of the u
formly fluidized state in three dimensions, using NMR tec
niques to probe the grain density profile and velocity dis
bution. Many authors have applied the methods of statist
mechanics to the fluidized granular state@7–14#. Typically,
one defines a ‘‘granular temperature’’ proportional to the r
dom kinetic energy per degree of freedom of the grains
hopes to apply hydrodynamic concepts such as thermal
ductivity and viscosity to the granular fluid. Using NMR w
are able to directly measure the density and granular t
perature profiles in a dense, three-dimensional sample
comparison with hydrodynamic theory.

*Present address: USA Instruments, Inc., 1515 Danner Drive,
rora, OH 44202.
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Such comparisons are significant as the applicability
hydrodynamics to granular systems is questionable. In a
brofluidized state with energy injection from below, as stu
ied here, the granular temperature varies sharply with he
over distances comparable to the mean free path. Hence
separation between microscopic and macroscopic~hydrody-
namic! length scales is marginal, and hydrodynamics may
may not provide an accurate description of the system@15–
17#.

Previous experiments have created~quasi-!two-
dimensionalsystems by confining grains between vertic
plates or on a horizontal or tilted surface, enabling data c
lection by high-speed video@18–25#. Three-dimensional
granular systems have been studied experimentally by ag
gate probes such as capacitance@26#, mutual inductance@27#,
and diffusing-wave spectroscopy@28#. The distributions of
single-particle properties in three-dimensional granular flo
have been probed noninvasively using NMR@29–34# and
positron-emission particle tracking~PEPT! @35#. The PEPT
method has been used to measure the granular temper
profile of a vibrofluidized bed at volume filling fractions u
to 0.15@35#. In the present study using NMR, we have me
sured granular temperature profiles at much higher densi
up to 0.45 volume filling fraction. Density is a key parame
for granular flows, as studies suggest the existence of lo
lived fluctuations and glassy, out-of-equilibrium behavior
the density increases toward the random-close-packed
ume filling fraction'0.6, signaling a breakdown of conven
tional hydrodynamics@36–39#. Even in the absence o
glassiness there are precollision velocity correlations wh
increase with density@14,40#; these correlations are include
in some hydrodynamic theories@11# but ignored in others
~‘‘molecular chaos’’ assumption! @13#.

Other workers have used NMR to study the dense gra
lar flows that occur in a rotating drum@29,34#, for quasistatic
tapping@30#, in a period-doubled arching flow@31#, and in a

u-
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Couette shear apparatus@33#. In contrast to these earlier stud
ies, we probe a fully fluidized system sufficiently simple
be described by first-principles granular hydrodynamics.
addition, we use rapid gradient pulse sequences to p
deep within the ballistic regime, which has not been poss
for these very dense systems.

In the experiments described here, small samples con
ing of 45–80 mustard seeds of mean diameter 1.84 mm w
confined to a cylindrical sample tube with 9 mm inside
ameter, and vibrated vertically atv/2p550 Hz, G
515–18. The sample container was sufficiently tall to p
vent grain collisions with the container top. The total numb
of grains is small in our experiments~compared, for ex-
ample, with the number of particles in recent molecul
dynamics simulations@6#!. However, these physical exper
ments include effects present in practical applications but
usually addressed by simulations: irregular and varia
grain size, grain rotation, realistic inelastic collisions, and
effect of interstitial gas.

The granular systems studied here were small both h
zontally~5 grain diameters! and vertically (N,<4), and thus
it may be surprising that they can be successfully descri
by a hydrodynamic theory. The small sample diameter w
simply a consequence of the inner diameter of the NM
apparatus that was available, and could be increased in fu
studies. Conversely, the sample depth is inherently limite
a small number of layers by the fluidization conditionN,(1
2e)&1. Thereforephysical vibrofluidized systems~which
typically havee<0.9) are limited toN,&10 and the appli-
cability of granular hydrodynamics is a nontrivial question
be tested by experiment.

A short report of some of this work was published in R
@41#, using a single set ofN, ,G values. For the present re
port, both N, and G were varied. In addition, improved
methods were developed for calibrating the NMR gradi
coils, resulting in more accurate granular temperature p
files. In particular, better agreement is found with hydrod
namic predictions for the ‘‘temperature inversion’’ that o
curs at the free upper surface.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

A. Experimental setup for NMR of vibrated media

The experiments were carried out in a vertical-bore sup
conducting magnet with a lab-built 40 MHz NMR prob
equipped with gradient coils for pulsed field gradient~PFG!
and magnetic resonance imaging~MRI! studies. The low
static field value~0.94 T! was chosen to minimize magnet
field gradients in the sample due to the susceptibility diff
ence between grains and voids. This permitted the use
simple unipolar PFG sequence~Fig. 1! for the fastest pos-
sible time resolution. The 9 mm inside diameter, 6.5 cm h
sample chamber had a glass sidewall to minimize ene
transfers between grains and the sidewall. The Teflon bot
wall was pierced by an array of 30 0.46 mm diameter ho
making it possible to evacuate the sample container. An
ternal vacuum gauge registered less than 200 mtorr du
experiments with evacuated samples.
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A loudspeaker connected to the chamber by a fiberg
support tube and driven by a function generator and au
amplifier was used to vibrate the sample container vertic
with a sinusoidal wave form. The amplitude and phase of
container motion were precisely measured by fitting the d
tized output of a micromachined accelerometer~Analog De-
vices ADXL50! mounted to the support tube just below th
NMR magnet. The gradient coils used for position~MRI!
and displacement~PFG! measurements were calibrated b
combining data from measurements on phantoms of kno
dimensions, along with diffusion measurements on a wa
sample. In this way we obtained calibration maps for ea
gradient coil of both the gradient in the designed direct
and the total gradient magnitude including components
thogonal to the designed direction. The accelerometer
vertical gradient calibrations were cross-checked by mea
ing the displacement wave form for a granular sample c
solidated with epoxy. The dimensionless acceleration val
G reported here are accurate to within60.1.

B. Granular samples

Previous NMR studies of granular media used plant se
or liquid-filled capsules to take advantage of the long-liv
NMR signals produced by liquids@29–34#. For the present
study, we chose mustard seeds@42#, which showed no ten-
dency to static charging. The seeds were ellipsoidal, w
three unequal major diameters and eccentricity<20%. The
average of all three diameters measured for a sample o
seeds wasd51.84 mm with a standard deviation of 5%, an
the average mass wasm54.98 mg/seed. These average v
ues ofd andm are used below for comparison with a hydr
dynamic theory which is formulated for samples of identic
grains.

FIG. 1. Pulse sequence used for PFG/MRI data acquisition. T
is a stimulated-echo PFG sequence followed by one-dimensi
frequency-encoded MRI. The three solid vertical bars arep/2 rf
pulses, the boxes with horizontal hatching are gradient pulses in
displacement-resolution~PFG! direction, and the open boxes ar
gradient pulses in the position-resolution~MRI! direction. The gra-
dient pulses are labeled with the gradient strengths in T/m, w
numbers on the time axis indicate durations of intervals in mic
seconds. The start of the sequence was triggered at a fixed pha
the sample vibration, and the delay timeD1 was varied over the
range 1–20 ms to select the time in the vibration cycle at wh
NMR data were acquired. The displacement measurement timeDt
is equal to the time between PFG gradient pulses plus one-third
duration of the gradient pulses; for the sequence shownDt5D2
1380 ms. An eight-sequence phase cycle was used to supp
undesired coherences and to enable acquisition of both real
imaginary parts of the complex PFG propagator.
2-2
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To roughly measure the normal restitution coefficiente, a
video camera was used to record the bounce height when
seeds were dropped onto a stone surface. As some li
kinetic energy is converted to rotational energy upon impa
this gives a lower bound one. Furthermore,e in real mate-
rials varies with impact velocity@43,44#, and the smalles
drop velocity that could readily be used~44 cm/s! was larger
than the typical rms velocity in our vibrofluidized exper
ments (<30 cm/s). Thee value deduced from the highe
rebound over 15 dropping trials on each of five seeds ran
from 0.83 to 0.92, with an average of 0.86.

C. Data acquisition

Proton NMR signals from the mustard-seed sample w
acquired using the PFG/MRI sequence shown in Fig. 1. A
Fourier transformation with respect to time, this seque
yields the position-dependent PFG signal~one-dimensional
image!

h~qu ,v !5E p~Du,v !eiquDudDu, ~1!

wherev5x, y, or z is the direction of the MRI gradient an
u5x, y, or z is the direction of the PFG gradient. In th
equationqu is proportional to the area of the PFG gradie
pulse, which is varied through an array of regularly spac
values~Fig. 1!. Here the ‘‘propagator’’p(Du,v) is the joint
probability that a grain~more precisely, an oil molecule in
grain! is located at positionv and moves a distanceDu dur-
ing the time intervalDt set by the pulse sequence@45#. From
Eq. ~1!, the propagatorp(Du,v) can be obtained by Fourie
transforming the NMR signalh(qu ,v) with respect toqu .
With the gradient values used in these experiments
propagator was obtained with resolutions of 500mm in the
position variablev and 42mm in the displacement variabl
u.

This type of NMR experiment does not determine t
positions or displacements of individual grains. Rather,
ensemble average, the propagator, is obtained. Provided
the propagator has a well defined time average at each p
of the vibration cycle, the NMR acquisition can be repea
as many times as necessary to build up a good signa
noise ratio. Allowing full longitudinal relaxation between a
quisitions~the simplest but not the fastest way to take da!,
the acquisition time for a time-resolved propaga
p(Du,v,t) was 21 h.

D. Measurement of rms displacement

For some purposes, the full propagatorp(Du,v) is of
interest, while for other purposes~e.g., measuring the granu
lar temperature! only the position-dependent rms displac
ment is required,

Durms~v !5S 1

n~v !
E p~Du,v !~Du!2d~Du! D 1/2

. ~2!

Here n(v)5*p(Du,v)d(Du) is the position-dependen
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number density. Bothn(v) and Durms(v) can be obtained
directly from the NMR data~before it is Fourier transformed
to yield the propagator! using

n~v !5h~0,v !,

Durms~v !5S 2
1

n~v !

]2h~qu ,v !

]qu
2 U

qu50
D 1/2

. ~3!

For optimum signal-to-noise ratio we evaluated the rig
hand side of these expressions by fitting the central~small
uquu) portion of h(qu ,v) to a function including constant
quadratic, and higher terms.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS: DENSITY AND
DISPLACEMENT DISTRIBUTIONS

In the present experiments, all measured quantities
pended strongly on heightz, due to gravity and the localiza
tion of energy injection at the sample bottom. Therefo
most data were taken with the MRI axisv5z. As both ver-
tical and horizontal grain motion were of interest, for th
PFG axis bothu5z andu5x were used. We assume densi
and velocity distributions are the same in the two horizon
directionsx,y for the uniformly fluidized state studied here
due to the cylindrical symmetry of the experimental set
about the vertical axis. Thus, the primary experimental d
shown in this paper are the height-dependent number den
n(z), the vertical and horizontal displacement propagat
p(Dz,z) and p(Dx,z), and the vertical and horizontal rm
displacementsDzrms(z) andDxrms(z). In addition, some data
were taken using a two-dimensional MRI sequence to ve
that the grain density was approximately uniform in the ho
zontal plane and to calibrate the number of layersN, ~Ap-
pendix A!.

The granular state withN,53.0, G515, and sample cel
evacuated was selected as a reference state measur
greatest detail, and other states were selected by varyi
single parameter from the reference value. The follow
variations were carried out:~a! increase of ambient air pres
sure up to 1 atm,~b! variation ofN, from 2.2 to 4.0, and~c!
variation ofG up to 18. The upper limit onG was set by the
apparatus, while the lower limit onG and the upper limit on
N, were set by the requirement that the sample fully a
consistently fluidize, when observed visually outside of t
NMR apparatus. For smallerG or largerN, we observe a
complex, hysteretic transition to a partially fluidized, pa
tially jammed state which is beyond the scope of the pres
study.

A. Effects of interstitial air

Most of our data were taken with the sample contain
evacuated. Some of the measurements were repeated in
mal atmospheric conditions, to determine how large the
terstitial gas effects could be. Experimentally, the effect
air is unobservably small~Fig. 2!. This agrees with the fol-
lowing rough estimate of viscous energy losses due to
drag. The mean free path varies widely with height in o
2-3
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system but a typical value isl'0.3d ~Appendix B!. Simi-
larly, a typical grain velocity is on the order of 20 cm/
Using these values and the drag force on a sphere in
unbounded medium, we compute that the fraction of kine
energy lost to viscous drag over one mean free path
931024 for p51 atm and 331024 for p5200 mtorr.
These energy losses are negligible compared to the frac
of kinetic energy lost in an intergrain collision, 12e2

'0.24.

B. Time-resolved density and displacement profiles

In Sec. IV below the NMR data are fitted to a hydrod
namic theory which models the granular system as a fl
with time-independent~but spatially varying! grain velocity
distribution. In this picture, the vibrating container botto
serves to inject energy~granular ‘‘heat’’! into the system. For
such a picture to make sense, the overall state of the gran
system must be nearly independent of time within the vib
tion cycle.

We have taken some NMR data as a function oft within
the 20 ms container vibration period~Figs. 3 and 4!. The
density profile~Fig. 3! is indeed largely independent oft
over most of the sample, except for a noticeable disturba
at smallz for t near the top of the container’s motion, whe
the container floor impacts the sample. In the bottom laye

FIG. 2. Effect of cell evacuation. Un-normalized number dens
~top! and rms vertical displacement in time intervalDt51.38 ms
~bottom! as functions of heightz for N,53.0 layers of mustard
seeds vibrated atv/2p550 Hz and acceleration amplitude relativ
to gravity G515. The data labeled ‘‘Air’’ were taken in norma
atmospheric conditions, while for the data labeled ‘‘Vacuum’’ t
cell was evacuated so that an external pressure gauge registere
than 200 mtorr. The small differences between the Air and Vacu
data are comparable to the typical experimental repeatability
therefore are not significant.
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the sample, this disturbance damps out~thermalizes! over a
time span of less than 10 ms, and above the bottom layer
hardly evident at all. Similarly, in the rms displacement pr
files ~Fig. 4! a large transient is visible in the vertical dis
placement due to grains impacted by the container bott
while the horizontal displacement transient is much sma
relative to the time-average value.

Over most of the cycle the sample ‘‘floats’’ well above th
vibrating container floor~Fig. 3!, illustrating two important
points about the vibrofluidization process.~a! It is possible to
achieve a nearly time-independent fluidlike granular st
even though the driving vibration amplitude is much grea
than typical stochastic motion within the sample. The
quired conditions are~i! v* 5v(d/g)1/2.1, which ensures
that the sample itself falls only a grain-scale distance in o
vibration period no matter how large is the container os
lation amplitude, and~ii ! X5N,(12e)&1, allowing the
sample to fully fluidize. For the experiments described h
v* 54.3 and 0.29<X<0.52. ~b! For realistic multilayer
granular systems, the primary contact between the grains
the vibrating cell bottom occurs near the top of the vibrati
stroke, when the cell bottom velocity is much less than
rms value. Therefore, the energy transfer into the gran
medium cannot be estimated, even roughly, from the r
driver velocity. This is because the energy transfer depe
upon the mean cell bottom velocityduring grain impacts
@46#.

Apart from Figs. 3 and 4 the data shown in this pap
have all been averaged over the vibration cycle for improv
signal-to-noise ratio. It should be borne in mind that the st
of the system is not, in fact time independent very near
sample bottom and that the complex process of energy tr
fer from the vibrating base is not captured by the time av
ages.

less
m
d

FIG. 3. ~Color online! Un-normalized number density of grain
n as a function of heightz and time in the vibration cyclet for the
reference vibrofluidized stateN,53.0, G515. The thick black
curve shows the container vibration wave form, obtained by fitt
the digitized accelerometer output. For this figure the curve
drawn to show the motion of the container bottom, which impa
the sample bottom att'12 ms. Apart from the disturbance cause
by this impact, the density profile is largely independent oft.
2-4
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FIG. 4. ~Color online! Profiles of the vertical~left! and horizontal~right! rms grain displacementsDzrms and Dxrms in a time interval
Dt51.38 ms, as functions of the heightz and the time in the vibration cyclet. The experimental conditions are the same as for Fig. 3
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C. Short time displacements: Crossover to the ballistic regime

Figure 5 shows the rms vertical and horizontal grain m
tion in the reference stateN,53.0, G515 as functions of the
displacement measurement timeDt, for slices at three differ-
ent heightsz within the sample. At each height there is
crossover at shortDt to the power lawDzrms,Dxrms}Dt,
which indicates ballistic behavior~displacements propor
tional to time!. For longerDt the data fall below the ballistic
power law, possibly crossing over to a diffusive power la
Dzrms,Dxrms}(Dt)1/2 @47#. The crossover time, which is a
estimate of a typical grain collision time, ranges from 5 m
in the dense, lower portion of the sample to 10 ms in the l
dense, upper portion of the sample. In Appendix B, it
shown that the crossover time agrees well with the gr
collision time computed from the mean free path and
measured granular temperature.

A key feature of our experiments is the ability to take da
for displacement intervalsDt much less than the grain colli
sion time, i.e., deep within the ballistic regime. The rms d
placement data shown in the remainder of this paper w
taken withDt51.38 ms, well within the ballistic regime fo
all values ofN, ,G used.
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D. Horizontal and vertical velocity distributions: Deviations
from Gaussian

Figures 6 and 7 show the distributions of vertical a
horizontal displacements, respectively, for the reference
brofluidized stateN,53.0, G515 and displacement obse
vation timeDt51.38 ms within the ballistic regime. Thes
propagators should be good approximations to the distr
tions of vertical and horizontal velocitiesp(vz,x ,z) with
vz,x5Dz,Dx/Dt.

In some previous experiments@20,21,23,24# and simula-
tions @48# of granular fluids~mostly in reduced dimensions!
significant deviations have been found between the meas
velocity distribution, and the Gaussian~Maxwell-
Boltzmann! distribution that describes an elastic fluid
equilibrium, p(v i)}exp(2mvi

2/2T) ~setting Boltzmann’s
constant to unity!. For example, Rouyer and Menon@23#
found that the distribution of horizontal velocities in a tw
dimensional vibrofluidized media robustly obeyed

p~vx!}exp~2uvx /saua! ~4!

with a51.5560.1. Using kinetic theory it has been show
t
FIG. 5. Root-mean-square vertical~circles! and horizontal~squares! grain displacementsDzrms and Dxrms versus the displacemen
measurement timeDt for a sample withN,53.0, G515. The data are shown for three different horizontal slices (z ranges!, which may be
correlated with the density profile in Fig. 3. In each log-log plot, the solid line has a slope of unity~rms displacement proportional to time!
while the dashed line has a slope of 1/2.
2-5
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FIG. 6. ~Color online! Propagator, or distributionp(Dz,z) of vertical displacementsDz during time intervalDt51.38 ms, as a function
of height z for the reference vibrofluidized stateN,53.0,G515. As Dt is well within the ballistic regime,p(Dz,z) approximates the
distribution of vertical velocitiesp(vz ,z) with vz5Dz/Dt. The same data are shown from two different viewpoints in the left and right p
Near the bottom of the sample~small z, most visible in the left plot! the velocity distribution is highly skewed, with a wide tail on thevz

.0 side due to particles traveling upward with large velocity after impacting the vibrating container bottom. Well away from the
~right plot!, the velocity distribution is nearly symmetric.
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that thetails of the velocity distribution should follow Eq
~4! with a51 for a freely cooling granular gas, anda
53/2 for a granular gas with stochastic forcing applied
every grain@49#. However, for the freely cooling case th
centralpart of the distribution is nearly Gaussian (a52) and
the crossover toa51 occurs very far out in the tails@50#.

In the present experiments and those of Ref.@23# a steady
state was achieved by supplying energy from the bounda
of the system, which corresponds neither to the freely co
ing nor to the uniformly heated case. A few recent theoret
and simulation studies have treated the two-dimensio
granular fluid with a strong thermal gradient, as occurs
vibrofluidization experiments, and have found features s
as anisotropic granular temperature, asymmetric velocity
tributions, and nonuniversal values of the velocity-stretch
exponenta @48,51–53#.
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In previous work the measured velocity distribution typ
cally has been scaled by the rms velocitys ~note sÞsa).
This is possible for simulations and for video experiments
which every particle is tracked, allowings to be computed
unambiguously. In NMR experiments there is a noise flo
visible in Figs. 6 and 7, which could conceal tails of th
distribution contributing tos. One possibility would be to
use direct measurement of the rms velocity fromq-space
data, described in Sec. II D and used below to measure
granular temperature. Here we have taken the simpler
proach of directly fitting the experimental velocity distribu
tions to Eq.~4!, allowing the width parametersa to vary.

The results of these fits are shown in Fig. 8. The fitt
stretching exponents for vertical and horizontal velocity d
tributionsaz ,ax generally lie between 1.5 and 2.0, with va
ues closer to 2.0~Gaussian! near the top of the sample. Tw
e
floor
FIG. 7. ~Color online! Two views of the propagatorp(Dx,z) for horizontal displacementsDx in the same conditions as in Fig. 6. Th
distribution of horizontal velocities is symmetric at all heightsz, consistent with the symmetry of the experimental arrangement. A noise
of approximately 2% of the peak value is visible here and in Fig. 6: the apparent value ofp does not go precisely to zero for very largeDx.
2-6
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NMR EXPERIMENTS ON A THREE-DIMENSIONAL . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 69, 041302 ~2004!
of the stretched-exponential fits to the horizontal displa
ment data are shown in Fig. 9. As may be seen in this fig
the deviations from a Gaussian distribution are small
significant near the bottom of the sample; near the top of
sample the distribution is indistinguishable from a Gauss
to within the resolution of our measurements. Althoughaz
andax are not significantly different, the large error bars f
az near the sample bottom reflect the fact that the exp
mental velocity distribution, Fig. 6, is asymmetric near t
sample bottom and hence does not fit Eq.~4! well.

The present results forax in a three-dimensional system
appear marginally different from the two-dimensional resu
of Ref. @23#. Our results agree more closely with the tw
dimensional simulations of Ref.@48#, which found that de-
viations from Gaussian are most pronounced near the bo
of the system. In common with Ref.@48# our system has a
free upper surface; in the experiments of Ref.@23# the system
was confined and driven at much higherG by both lower and
upper walls.

IV. FIT TO A HYDRODYNAMIC THEORY

A. Granular hydrodynamics for a stationary
vibrofluidized state

Granular hydrodynamic equations have been derived
many groups, using increasingly sophisticated approxima
schemes@7–13#. In this section we show how any of thes
theories may be numerically integrated for comparison w
experiments. Section IV B shows this comparison betw
the theory of Ref.@13# and our experimental results.

We consider a system ofN identical spherical grains o
diameterd and massm, for which the granular temperature
defined byT5m^v2&/3. In Ref.@6# granular hydrodynamics
was successfully used to describe anonstationarysimulation
with large variations of the density profile over the course
a vibration cycle. Here, we specialize to the simpler situat

FIG. 8. Fitted stretching exponentsaz,x for the vertical and hori-
zontal velocity distributions versus heightz, for N,53.0,G515.
The Gaussian and exp(2v3/2) cases are shown by the dashed lin
The large uncertainties foraz at smallz indicate a poor fit of the
stretched-exponential function, which is symmetric, to the hig
asymmetric velocity distribution~Fig. 6!.
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in which the average velocity fieldv(r ,t) vanishes and the
number density fieldn(r ,t) and temperature fieldT(r ,t) are
independent oft and depend uponr only via the height co-
ordinatez. With these assumptions, the pressurep(z) and
number densityn(z) satisfy a hydrostatic equilibrium equa
tion

dp/dz52mgn, ~5!

and the upward heat fluxqz(z) obeys an energy flux balanc
equation

dqz /dz52Pc ~6!

wherePc is the rate of kinetic energy loss per unit volum
due to inelastic collisions. The heat flux is

qz52k~dT/dz!2m~dn/dz!, ~7!

wherek is the conventional thermal conductivity, andm is a
transport coefficient that is nonzero only for inelastic sy
tems@9#. Due to the second term in Eq.~7!, it is possible to
have a flow of heat from colder regions to warmer on
Although a number of authors have calculatedm @9,12,13#
and discussed the consequences ofmÞ0 @54–56#, to our
knowledge no heuristic explanation has been proposed

FIG. 9. Horizontal displacement propagatorp(Dx,z) and
stretched-Gaussian fits for two different heightsz. The data are a
subset of the data plotted in Fig. 7 (N,53.0,G515), with fitted
backgrounds subtracted. The dotted lines show fits with the stre
ing exponenta variable, while for the solid linesa was fixed at 2
~Gaussian value!. The deviation from Gaussian is small but signi
cant near the sample bottom~bottom graph!, while the data from
higher up in the sample~top graph! are indistinguishable from a
Gaussian distribution.
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the existence of a heat current driven by density gradie
This density-driven heat current has a marked effect in
present experiments.

Equations~5!–~7! are simply the results of momentum
and energy conservation and the definitions ofk and m. A
hydrodynamic theory closes this set of equations by prov
ing expressions forp(n,T) ~the equation of state!, Pc , k,
andm. It is convenient to nondimensionalize variables us
the grain diameterd, grain massm, and gravityg,

z* 5~z2zb!/d,

n* 5nd3,

T* 5T/mgd, ~8!

p* 5pd2/mg,

qz* 5qz~d/g!3/2/m.

Here zb is the height of the bottom of the sample, corr
sponding toz* 50. Physically,zb is expected to be in the
vicinity of the peak container floor position~Fig. 3!.

For a hard-sphere system with constant restitution coe
cient the equation of state takes the form

p/nT5 f ~n* !. ~9!

Using Eqs.~5!–~7! and ~9!, the following expression is de
rived for the density gradient:

dn

dz
5

qz /k2mg/ f

~T/n!@11n* / f !~d f /dn* !] 2m/k
. ~10!

Equations~5!, ~6!, and ~10! are coupled first-order ordi
nary differential equations for$p,qz ,n% that can be numeri-
cally integrated from the sample bottom atzb to z51`. The
boundary conditions are as follows. For a system in grav
with no upper wall, the pressure and heat current satisfp
(1`)50, qz(1`)50. Using Eq. ~5! this gives p(zb)
5mgnA , where nA5*zb

1`n(z)dz is the total number of

grains in the sample per unit horizontal cross section. T
heat current into the system at the bottomqz(zb) is an input
parameter determined by the vibration amplitude and
system response. For given values ofqz(zb) and p(zb), the
density at the bottomn(zb) must be adjusted to satisfy th
upper boundary conditionqz(1`)50.

B. Fit of the experimental results to the Garzó-Dufty
hydrodynamic theory

In this section, we show fits of our experimental data t
calculation of granular hydrodynamic coefficients by Gar´
and Dufty @13#. This calculation is based on the ‘‘revise
Enskog theory,’’ which is accurate forelastic fluids over a
wide range of densities and is extended in Ref.@13# to arbi-
trary values of the restitution coefficiente. Some other theo-
ries of granular hydrodynamics have been derived as ex
sions in powers of 12e2 @12#, and thus may be accurate on
for e'1. On the other hand, the Garzo´-Dufty theory makes
04130
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the molecular chaos assumption that the precollision g
velocities are uncorrelated. Precollision velocity correlatio
are known to exist in inelastic hard-sphere fluids@14,40# and
can be treated theoretically using ‘‘ring kinetic theory’’@11#.

It is doubtful whether fits to the present data could dist
guish between these various hydrodynamic theories.
chose to compare our data to Ref.@13# because this calcula
tion is nominally valid for wide ranges of density and inela
ticity, and because the theoretical results forf, Pc , k, andm
are presented in an algebraic form convenient for numer
integration. In this theory the granular temperature is
sumed to be isotropic,Tx5Ty5Tz , whereTi5m^v i

2&, but it
is not assumed that the velocity distribution is Gaussian.
perimentally, we find modest differences~of order 20% or
less! between the horizontal and vertical granular tempe
tures,Tx,yÞTz , and more generalized formulations of h
drodynamics may be able to treat this anisotropy@51,52,57#.
For comparison with the isotropic-temperature theory
measured vertical temperatureTz and horizontal temperatur
Tx were averaged usingT5 1

3 Tz1
2
3 Tx .

Using our convention, the dimensionless~starred! forms
of Eqs.~5!–~10! and the boundary conditions are obtained
settingm5g5d51. We have carried out the integrations
this dimensionless form, using a simple first-order numeri
scheme and a bisection search onn* (0) to meet the upper
boundary condition.

Figures 10–13 show a joint fit to the Garzo´-Dufty theory
of our data for three different values of the dimensionle
bed heightN, and two different values ofG. For these fits
the height of the sample bottomzb was allowed to be differ-
ent for each data set, since the sample ‘‘floats’’ above
vibration center by an amount that depends upon the
namic interplay between energy input and gravity~Fig. 3!.
Similarly, the energy inputqz* (0) was a separate fitting pa
rameter for each data set. Conversely, a single value of
restitution coefficiente was used to fit all four data sets
Thus the only fitting parameters arezb , qz* (0), ande. All
other quantities entering the fits shown in Figs. 10–13
measured experimentally, including all of the axis variab
in the figures.

The fitted value of the restitution coefficient ise50.87, in
reasonable agreement with the approximate measuremen
scribed in Sec. II B. The fitted values of the dimensionle
heat flux at the sample bottomqz* (0) are listed in Table I.
The total power input is computed asP5(pD2/4)qz , where
D58.7 mm is the measured effective sample diameter~Ap-
pendix A!. By equating the rate of momentum transfer to t
total sample weightNmg the input power is rigorously re
lated to the average over grain impacts of the container
tom velocity ^v i& by P52Nmĝ v i& @46#. Table I lists^v i&
derived in this way from the fitted heat current, along w
the ratio of^v i& to the peak container velocityv05vz0.

The fitted power inputqz* (0) is an increasing function o
G, as expected on physical grounds. The power input a
increases with bed heightN, , which is expected from the
momentum-balance argument, but the increase is very s
One caveat is that theseqz* values are derived from the hy
2-8
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NMR EXPERIMENTS ON A THREE-DIMENSIONAL . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 69, 041302 ~2004!
drodynamic fits, which tend to fail where the density at t
sample bottom is much less than the peak density~Figs. 11
and 13!. In these cases particularly, the fittedqz* represents
aneffectivepower input reflecting the bottom boundary co
dition, which is greater than theactual power input because
the hydrodynamic fit has larger granular temperature than
experimental data and hence greater collision losses in
lower part of the sample.

One robust conclusion from Table I is that the avera
container-grain impact velocity is much less than the p
container velocity,^v i&!v0 ~substituting the actual inpu
power for the effective power only strengthens this resu!.
This conclusion corresponds to the experimental observa
that the sample ‘‘floats’’ above the vibrating container b
tom ~Fig. 3!, so that most container-grain impacts occur n
the top of the vibration stroke where the container velocity
much less than its peak value.

FIG. 10. Experimental density and granular temperature pro
~symbols! and fit to the hydrodynamic theory of Ref.@13# ~curves!
for N,53.0 layers of grains vibrated at dimensionless accelera
amplitudeG515. Dimensionless variables defined in Eq.~8! are
used. In the top graph the symbols labelednz* show the density
profile n* (z* ) derived from the data set used to measure vert
displacements, while the symbols labelednx* show the same quan
tity derived from the horizontal-displacement data set; these
profiles should be identical and differences reflect experimental
curacy. In the bottom graphTz* andTx* are the granular temperatur
profiles for vertical and horizontal displacements, respectively, m
sured using the observation intervalDt51.38 ms. It is expected
that Tz* .Tx* , at least near the bottom of the sample, as energ
input only to the vertical degrees of freedom by the container
bration. The theory should be compared with the symbols labe
T* , which are computed from the measured temperatures u
T* 5Tz* /312Tx* /3.
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In both the data and the hydrodynamic fits in Figs. 10–
there is a ‘‘temperature inversion’’—the temperature
creases with height near the free upper surface of the sam
In the hydrodynamic theory the heat flux is strictly upwa
so the temperature inversion is made possible only by
term in m in Eq. ~7!. Furthermore, the heat current vanish
at the sample top~as it must, as there is no energy source
the free upper surface! despite the roughly linear increase
the temperature with height. This also is made possible
the m(dn/dz) term in Eq. ~7!, which cancels the conven
tional thermal current termk(dT/Tz). Even though there is
a temperature inversion, the hydrodynamic theory pred
that the density should fall off nearly exponentially wi
height near the free upper surface@56#. To show the expo-
nential falloff clearly, the experimental and theoretical de
sity profiles are replotted on log-linear axes in Fig. 14.

The temperature inversion may be visible in some of
earliest experiments on quasi-two-dimensional syste
@18,19# and has been extensively discussed theoretic
@54–56#. The results presented here are perhaps the
demonstration that the temperature inversion in a phys
system can be quantitatively explained by granular hydro
namics. As such, these experiments provide evidence tha
m term in the transport equation is necessary for an accu
description of real granular materials.

V. CONCLUSIONS

One conclusion of this work is that it is possible, und
certain conditions, to quantitatively model a physical vibr
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o
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FIG. 11. Density and temperature profiles forN,52.2, with
other conditions the same as in Fig. 10. Under these condition
significant discrepancy can be seen between the experimenta
theoretical granular temperatures in the lower portion of the sam
z* ,3. We observe this discrepancy in conditions such that
density in the lower portion of the sample is well below the pe
density~upper graph!.
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HUAN et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 69, 041302 ~2004!
fluidized granular system using granular hydrodynam
This is true despite the small sizes of the systems meas
in grain diameters: the systems were small horizontally
to apparatus constraints, and in any case were necess
small vertically in order to meet the fluidization conditio
X&1. The overall success of the hydrodynamic descripti
demonstrated by the fits in Figs. 10–13, can probably
attributed to the fact that hydrodynamics breaks down o
when the mean free path becomes much larger than o
relevant length scales. It may appear paradoxical that
agreement with theory is best near the top of the sam
where the mean free path is longest. However, this sim
reflects the inability of the hydrodynamic theory to acc
rately describe the complex, time-dependent state of
sample near the vibrating container floor~Figs. 3 and 4!. The
actual velocity distribution is highly skewed and anisotrop
near the sample bottom~Fig. 6!, and a discrepancy develop
between the theoretical and measured granular tempera
when the vibrational power input is large enough to depl
the particle density near the sample bottom~Figs. 11 and 13!.

For these reasons, present theory cannot adequately
scribe the process of energy transfer from the container fl
to the sample. To calculate the power input, typically it h
been assumed that the mean free path is much larger tha
vibration stroke, or that the vibration wave form is sawtoo
or triangular@46,55#. Such wave forms are unrealistic sinc
they require infinite acceleration at the peak of the vibrat
stroke, which is precisely the point at which energy trans
to the grains occurs~Fig. 3!. Similarly, the mean free path i
much less than the vibration stroke in the current expe

FIG. 12. Density and temperature profiles forN,54.0, with
other conditions the same as in Fig. 10. The peak densityn*
50.85 observed in these conditions corresponds to volume-fil
fraction f5(p/6)n* 50.45, about 75% of the random-clos
packed value.
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ments~Appendix B!, which will be true in general for dens
uniformly fluidized systems unless very high vibration fr
quencies are used. One possibility for deriving the pow
input theoretically might be to usetime-dependenthydrody-
namics to model the formation and dissipation of shocks
in Ref. @6#.

Thus it appears that current granular hydrodynamic the
can accurately describe the uniformly vibrofluidized sta
well away from the vibrating energy source, but that deriv
tion of the time-averaged boundary condition for realis
vibration wave forms remains an unsolved problem. If th
problem can be solved, a complete first-principles hydro
namic description of the vibrofluidized state applicable
real granular systems will be in hand.

g

FIG. 13. Density and temperature profiles forG518, with other
conditions the same as in Fig. 10. As in Fig. 11 the density at
bottom of the sample is much less than the peak density, and
measured granular temperature does not agree well with the t
retical granular temperature near the sample bottom. Note that
situation is achieved here by increasingG relative to the reference
state, while in Fig. 11 it was achieved by decreasingN, .

TABLE I. Fitted dimensionless heat flux into the bottom of th
sampleqz* (0) as a function of dimensionless vibration accelerat
G and bed heightN, . Also listed are the average container impa
velocity ^v i& derived fromqz* (0) and the ratio of̂ v i& to the peak
container velocityv0.

G N, qz* (0) ^v i& ~cm/s! ^v i&/v0

15 2.2 3.3 8.7 0.185
15 3.0 3.4 6.7 0.143
15 4.0 3.5 5.3 0.110
18 3.0 4.8 9.4 0.168
2-10
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APPENDIX A: HORIZONTAL DENSITY PROFILES AND
CALIBRATION OF THE BED HEIGHT

The hydrodynamic model to which we have fitted o
data assumes that all quantities depend only upon the he
coordinatez. This is not strictly true due to boundary effec
at the vertical wall, as demonstrated by previous experime
@35#. The boundary condition also affects the effective cro
sectional area of the sample tube, which is needed to c
pute the number of grain layersN, for a given number of
grainsN. To address these issues we have taken some
dimensional MRI data~Fig. 15! to examine the horizonta
density profile of the vibrofluidized system,

p~x,z!5E n~x,y,z!dy. ~A1!

If the NMR signal from each grain comes precisely from t

FIG. 14. Density profiles for the four different experiment
conditions plotted on log-linear axes. These graphs show the s
data as are shown in the top graphs of Figs. 10–13, using the s
symbols. The hydrodynamic theory~curves! predicts a nearly expo
nential falloff of density with heightz* near the free upper surfac
~large z* ), resulting in straight lines on these semilog plots. T
data~circles and triangles! generally agree with this prediction, bu
curve away from the theory curves at very low values ofn* due to
the noise floor.
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FIG. 15. Horizontal density profilesp(x,z) for z51.75 cm~top!
and z51.55 cm~bottom!, for the N,53.0, G515 reference state
The solid curves show fits to the profile for a uniform distribution
point-source grains in a cylindrical volume. The dashed cur
show fits assuming the grain centers are uniformly distributed,
that the NMR signal source is a sphere with the full grain diame
The difference in the fitted cylinder diameter between the two fit
not significant.

FIG. 16. Fitted effective tube diameterD as a function of height
z for the N,53.0, G515 reference state. The error bars beco
large at the top and bottom of the sample where the density is
The dashed line shows the average valueD58.7 mm used to ana-
lyze the data.
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HUAN et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 69, 041302 ~2004!
grain center and the grain centers are uniformly distribu
horizontally over a cylinder of diameterD, the profile has the
form

p~x,z!5H f ~z!@12~2x/D !2#1/2 if uxu,D/2,

0 otherwise.
~A2!

We also considered the possibility that the NMR signal fro
a grain comes from a sphere of diameterd<d, in which case
the profile of Eq.~A2! must be convoluted with the profil
for a single grain. We find that the fitted sample diamete
not significantly changed by varyingd over the entire pos-
sible range, Fig. 15. In this figure some systematic devia
between the data and fit is visible, hinting that the dens
may be slightly depressed in the sample center@35#. How-
ever, these data are too noisy to be directly inverted to y
the radial density profile. The fitted diameter is consist
with a constant valueD58.7 mm~Fig. 16!. This is less than
the actual inside diameter~9 mm! but by less than the grain
diameter~1.84 mm!, suggesting a slight density enhanceme
at the walls due to the dynamic boundary condition.

For the fits to the hydrodynamic theory, the height of t
granular bed is specified by the dimensionless number d
sity nA* 5nAd25Nd2/(pD2/4). A second measure of the be
depth is the number of layersN, , defined as the height of th
bed at rest divided by the grain diameter. The value ofN,

depends on the assumed volume filling fraction of the be
rest f0 via N,5(p/6f0)nA* . For theN, values quoted in
this paper, shown in Table II, we have usedf050.60 corre-
sponding to a ‘‘loose random packing’’@58#. It should be
emphasized that the hydrodynamic fits are independen
the assumed value forf0, as they are based onnA* and not
N, .

APPENDIX B: THE MEAN FREE PATH

For hydrodynamics to be valid, the mean free pathl must
not be too large relative to distances over which the hyd

TABLE II. Three measures of the sizes of the granular samp
used in this study. The number of grainsN was counted precisely
The dimensionless area densitynA* was computed fromN, the mea-
sured average grain diameter, and the fitted effective sample
diameter from MRI experiments on the reference vibrofluidiz
state. The number of layersN, depends additionally upon the a
sumed volume filling fraction of the bed at rest. The quantityX
which characterizes the possibility of fully fluidizing the samples
also listed, using the valuee50.87 resulting from the hydrody
namic fits.

N nA* N, X5N,(12e)

45 2.56 2.2 0.29
60 3.42 3.0 0.39
80 4.56 4.0 0.52
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dynamic fields vary. Therefore it is important to estimatel
for the experimental conditions, and this also provides a c
sistency check for the measured ballistic-to-diffusive cro
over time. Extending the estimate of Ref.@10# to three di-
mensions gives

l* 5l/d5
A~n0* 2n* !

n* ~B2n* !
, ~B1!

whereA andB are constants chosen to give the exact dil
limit l* 51/(pA2n* ) for n* →0 and the heuristic dens
limit l* 5(12n* /n0* )/3 for n* →n0* . Heren0* 5(6/p)f0 is
the density at which the grains come into contact, which
arbitrarily assume occurs at the volume filling fraction f
loose random packingf050.60.

The mean free pathl* (n* ) computed from Eq.~B1! is
shown in Fig. 17. At the peak densityn* 50.85 that occurs
in our experiments~Fig. 12!, Eq. ~B1! givesl* '0.1. Hence
it is hardly surprising that the hydrodynamic theory can e
plain the spatial dependence of the density and granular t
perature in the high-density regions of the sample. C
versely, the data fit the hydrodynamic theory well f
densities extending belown* 50.1, which corresponds to
l* .2. Thus, the theory continues to work for mean fr
paths comparable to or even somewhat greater than the
over which the temperature and density change.

The mean free path calculation can also be used to ch
the consistency of the observed ballistic crossover time,
5. For example, the center panel in this figure correspond
an average dimensionless heightz* 55.2, and at this heigh
the measured dimensionless density and temperature arn*
50.41, T* 50.5 ~Fig. 10!. Using l5dl* (n* ) and v rms
5(3T* gd)1/2 we calculate @59# the ballistic-to-diffusive
crossover timetcr5(32/3p)1/2l/v rms56.3 ms, in excellent
agreement with the observed value~Fig. 5!.

s

be

FIG. 17. Mean free pathl as a function of number densityn
computed from Eq.~B1!. Both quantities are nondimensionalize
by the grain diameterd.
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